


WHAT IS HYGGE (HOOGƏ)

BENEFITS OF HYGGE

HOW TO HYGGE

Whether you’ve heard of hygge or not, there’s no question you’ve experienced it. Hygge — pronounced hyoo-
guh — is a Danish word that describes that feeling of coziness, comfort, and safety you get when snuggling 
indoors under a blanket on a cold day.

While there is no direct English equivalent, it’s a feeling that everyone recognizes, appreciates, and even 
longs for. 

Hygge is more than just a nice, warm feeling. This intentional, slower style of living can help lower chronic stress 
levels and increase feelings of optimism¹, which could be why Denmark is consistently ranked as one of the 
happiest countries on the planet!2 

By making an effort to implement some of the hygge tips listed in this guide, you could…

• Soothe occasional stress and anxiety
• Improve sleep quality
• Increase feelings of safety
• Improve social connections
• Reduce the need for unhealthy coping behaviors
• Increase overall feelings of happiness

And the best part is, it’s actually enjoyable! So, let’s take a look at all the fun ways you can hygge!

The concept of hygge has grown in popularity over the last several years and, with it, the association of candles, 
loungewear, throw blankets, and slippers being key to cultivating that cozy feeling. But hygge is much more 
than the right home decor and soft clothes.

Hygge is more about a feeling or an experience. Whether it’s spending an evening with loved ones, curling up 
with a good book and a hot drink, hosting a chill dinner party, or spending an afternoon working on a puzzle, 
creating those perfectly hygge moments doesn’t have to cost a thing.

Below, we’ve rounded up 23 different ways you can bring more of that hygge feeling into your life. Pick a few 
that really speak to you and give them a try. You’ll be basking in that hygge glow in no time.

1 https://www.everydayhealth.com/wellness/what-is-hygge-and-why-is-it-good-for-your-wellbeing/
2 https://worldhappiness.report/blog/its-a-three-peat-finland-keeps-top-spot-as-happiest-country-in-world/
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23 WAYS TO BRING MORE HYGGE INTO YOUR LIFE

1 • Put the screens down!

     This is probably the simplest, yet most difficult, 
     step to creating a more hygge environment. But 
     the purpose of hygge is to be more mindful 
     and appreciative of the present moment and that’s
     pretty difficult to do with a phone in front of your
     face. Challenge yourself (and your family) to a 48 
     hour digital detox this weekend!

7 • Load up on blankets.

     Having blankets on display and within arm’s reach
     is like an open invitation to curl up and snuggle. So
     pull all your extra blankets out of the closets and 
     get them out in the open.

8 • Change into soft clothes. 

     No matter what the rest of your day was like, 
     changing into clothing that’s soft and comfortable 
     helps signal to your brain and body that it’s time to
     unwind and relax.

9 • Turn on some music. 

     The right playlist can go a long way to creating the  
     perfect hygge ambiance. Put on one of your 
     favorite go-tos or have fun creating a new playlist
     to fit your mood. Whatever makes your soul smile.

2 • Declutter. 

     Being surrounded by clutter has been shown to
     have a negative effect on your mood, anxiety levels,
     and ability to focus3. Clearing out clutter is one of 
     the most effective ways to create a home 
     environment that feels like a deep sigh of relief.

3 • Go for a walk. 

     Spending time in nature helps reduce stress levels
     and slow your mind, helping you come back to the
     present moment4. Even when it’s cold outside,
     bundle up and go for a walk in your neighborhood, 
     through a park, or even in the mountains for some
     much-needed nature therapy and vitamin D.

4 • Bring some nature inside. 

     Whether that means grabbing flowers at the 
     grocery store or scavenging while out on a nature 
     hike with the kids, finding ways to incorporate 
     nature in your home not only creates a beautiful 
     ambiance but also helps you stay connected with 
     nature when it’s cold out. 

5 • Grab a hot beverage. 

     Brewing up a hand-warming mug of herbal tea or 
     your favorite superfood blend is probably one of the
     simplest items on this list. But if you take the time 
     to enjoy that hot drink as part of an evening  
     ritual, it’s incredibly effective.

12 • Bake something. 

       If there were a list of hygge smells, freshly baked
       treats would definitely be high on that list. And if 
       you’re in need of some inspiration, there are tons 
       of nourishing treat recipes on the Earth Echo blog
       for you to check out!

3 https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/fulfillment-any-age/201705/5-reasons-why-clutter-disrupts-mental-health
4 https://www.health.harvard.edu/mind-and-mood/a-20-minute-nature-break-relieves-stress

10 • Cook a special dinner at home. 

       It doesn’t have to be something difficult or 
       elaborate, it just needs to feel a little special to 
       you. A delicious pot of soup, a slow roasted 
       chicken, or a vegan curry are all great options. 
       Then enjoy that meal at the table without any 
       screens to fully immerse yourself in the experience.

11 • Create a cozy corner. 

       Choose a spot in your home that you want to
       designate specifically for relaxing and pull 
       together all the things you’ll need to make it 
       perfect. Side table, lamp, throw pillow and blanket,
       whatever you need to make it as inviting and 
       soothing as possible. Then spend some serious
       time there.

6 • Decorate with string lights. 

     Why wait until the holidays to enjoy the ambiance
     of twinkly lights? Pull the string lights out of 
     storage and find a way to incorporate them into 
     your everyday decor.

https://earthechofoods.com/products/earth-echo-ceremonial-mug?utm_source=website&utm_medium=earthecho&utm_term=chaiblissbonus&utm_content=chaiblissrecipebook&utm_campaign=mug
https://earthechofoods.com/collections/superfoods?utm_source=website&utm_medium=earthecho&utm_term=chaiblissbonus&utm_content=chaiblisshyggeguide&utm_campaign=chaibliss
https://earthechofoods.com/blogs/latest-blog-posts/the-benefits-of-evening-rituals-how-to-get-started
https://earthechofoods.com/blogs/latest-blog-posts/the-benefits-of-evening-rituals-how-to-get-started
https://earthechofoods.com/blogs/latest-blog-posts/tagged/healthy-dessert
https://earthechofoods.com/blogs/latest-blog-posts/golden-spiced-vegan-lentil-dal-curry-recipe


17 • Light a fire. 

       Just like candles, few things create those cozy 
       vibes better than a fire. It doesn’t matter if it’s an 
       indoor fireplace or an outdoor fire pit. If you’ve got 
       one, use it.

18 • Read for the fun of it. 

       Not to learn something. Not to “better” yourself.
       But just for the sheer pleasure of getting lost in 
       an entertaining story for a little while. And if you
       read snuggled under blankets in your new cozy 
       corner, all the better!

19 • Learn to say no. 

       An overcrowded schedule is sure to cause undue 
       stress, which is the exact opposite of hygge. 
       Saying no to the things that you don’t have the 
       time or energy for will help free up more space in 
       your day for self care and de-stressing.

20 • Write a letter. 

       Whether you’re expressing your gratitude for 
       something or just looking for an excuse to send a 
       note on some cute stationary, letters are a great 
       “old-school” way to spread that loving, connected
       feeling to family and friends in a meaningful and 
       easy way.

21 • Spread some kindness. 

       Hygge is all about that feeling of safety and 
       human connection. And what better way to 
       connect with your fellow humans than through 
       random acts of kindness. Anything from bringing
       someone food, complimenting a stranger, raking 
       leaves, or shoveling snow can go a long way to 
       making someone’s day.

22 • Get crafting. 

       Crafts like painting, crochet, knitting, and even 
       coloring books are a great way to slow down, 
       destress, and enjoy the satisfaction of creating 
       something beautiful.

13 • Skip the overhead lighting.  
       Overhead lighting can be harsh and bright while
       dimmer lighting creates a much more inviting 
       feeling5. While candles are the ultimate in hygge
       vibes, lamps or dimmer switches also 
       work beautifully.

14 • Host a potluck dinner. 

       Whether it’s with family, friends, coworkers, or 
       neighbors, the key here is to keep things low-key. 
       Have everyone bring something — their favorite 
       dish, an assigned side, or something on-theme — 
       and enjoy a quiet evening connecting over a 
       shared meal.

15 • Pull out the board games. 

       Nearly everyone has a stash lurking around the 
       house. Skip Netflix, pull out your favorite board 
       games, and make a fun night of it.

16 • Take a relaxing bath. 

       It doesn’t have to be anything fancy. Bubble bath,
       epsom salt, and candles are great if you’ve got 
       them but all you really need to relax your body
       and mind is a hot bath, dimmed lights, and some
       quiet time.

5 https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/00140139.2019.1699964

23 • Indulge a little.

       Whether it’s a decadent brownie, a slice of banana
       bread, or a simple mug of Chai Bliss, indulging in 
       nourishing food and drink that makes your soul 
       feel good is a vital part of hygge.

https://earthechofoods.com/blogs/latest-blog-posts/secretly-healthy-cacao-superfood-brownies
https://earthechofoods.com/blogs/latest-blog-posts/golden-superfood-bliss-banana-sesame-mini-loaves-recipe
https://earthechofoods.com/blogs/latest-blog-posts/golden-superfood-bliss-banana-sesame-mini-loaves-recipe
https://earthechofoods.com/products/chai-bliss-pouch?utm_source=website&utm_medium=earthecho&utm_term=chaiblissbonus&utm_content=chaiblisshyggeguide&utm_campaign=chaibliss


*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or 
prevent any disease. As individuals vary, so may results. Exercise and proper diet are required to lose and manage weight.

SHOP CHAI BLISS HERE!

A DAY IN THE HYGGE LIFE

A HYGGE MORNING

A HYGGE AFTERNOON

A HYGGE EVENING

As you can see by now, cultivating a more calming, intentional atmosphere doesn’t have to be difficult or 
expensive. And you don’t have to wait until the weekend to do it, either. It’s possible, and even ideal, to invoke 
that feeling of hygge throughout your normal daily routine. 

Mornings can be hectic but that doesn’t mean you can’t find ways to slow down and enjoy them. Try setting 
your alarm clock just 15 minutes earlier with the intention of spending some quiet screen-free time enjoying 
your coffee (or Chai Bliss) and easing into the day. 

Resist the temptation to check the news or email on your phone first thing in the morning. Between the blue 
light, stressful headlines, and all the other digital distractions, being glued to your phone is one of the fastest 
ways to spoil your relaxed morning.

Rather than eating lunch on the go, take the time to sit down and savor your meal. And if you are able to share 
that meal with loved ones, even better. Put your phone away so you can really engage with and focus on the 
conversation. 

If time allows, go for a walk outside. Focus on staying in the present moment, noticing the nature around you, 
and enjoying the warmth of the sun on your face. 

If weather permits, take off your shoes and feel the ground beneath your feet, especially if you’re in a mossy or 
grassy area. This is called “grounding” and it is a simple way to really connect your body with nature.

Evenings lend themselves to hygge vibes quite naturally. Start by making a nice, simple meal at home. A 
comforting, home-cooked meal is the perfect start to a hygge evening. And (you guessed it) don’t forget to put 
the phone down while you eat.

Then, instead of flipping on the television, change into your comfiest soft clothes and opt for a quiet activity. 
Whether it’s curling up on the couch with a good book, working on a puzzle while listening to a podcast, or 
pulling out a board game for the whole family, you’ll be well on your way to a more cozy evening.

The perfect end to a perfectly hygge day is definitely with a little indulgence. Making yourself a warming mug 
of Chai Bliss is a great way to treat yourself to something special that will also help nourish your body, mind, 
and spirit. 

Chai Bliss and hygge are truly a match made in 
heaven. The warming spices of this natural nootropic 
blend have an energizing, clarifying, and relaxing 
effect. This delicious blend can also help benefit 
cognitive function and focus, and improve immunity 
and energy.* 

Be sure to click the link below to stock up on 
Chai Bliss now!

Combined with the calming effects of a more 
mindful, intentional lifestyle, you’re sure to be feeling 
very hygge in no time.

https://earthechofoods.com/products/chai-bliss-pouch?utm_source=website&utm_medium=earthecho&utm_term=chaiblissbonus&utm_content=chaiblisshyggeguide&utm_campaign=chaibliss
https://earthechofoods.com/products/chai-bliss-pouch?utm_source=website&utm_medium=earthecho&utm_term=chaiblissbonus&utm_content=chaiblisshyggeguide&utm_campaign=chaibliss
https://earthechofoods.com/products/chai-bliss-pouch?utm_source=website&utm_medium=earthecho&utm_term=chaiblissbonus&utm_content=chaiblisshyggeguide&utm_campaign=chaibliss
https://earthechofoods.com/products/chai-bliss-pouch?utm_source=website&utm_medium=earthecho&utm_term=chaiblissbonus&utm_content=chaiblisshyggeguide&utm_campaign=chaibliss
https://earthechofoods.com/products/chai-bliss-pouch?utm_source=website&utm_medium=earthecho&utm_term=chaiblissbonus&utm_content=chaiblisshyggeguide&utm_campaign=chaibliss

